Hearts for Him Through Time: Revival to Revolution
A Stirring Sixth or Seventh Grade Program filled with those who took chances,
dared to dream, and risked everything to do the impossible…written to revive
the hearts and awaken the minds of 11-13 year olds everywhere!
(Extension Package available for eighth and ninth graders)

Revivals…Rebellions…Revolutions…Danger
and excitement lurks around every corner as
tyranny and anarchy collide in this dramatic
transformation of the minds, music, hearts,
and ideals of nations worldwide. A 10 year old
orphaned organ player becomes an accomplished
composer, an 8 year old slave girl
becomes a revered and published
poet, an African slave boy becomes
a celebrated writer that buys back
his freedom, a 19 year old French
nobleman becomes a military
champion of the Continental army,
and a homeschooled girl becomes
the “Lady with the Lamp” that nurses
back soldiers. Never has there
been such a time of contrasts and
conquests, of feats and failures, of
friends and foes. Prepare to immerse
yourself in the incredible inventions,
industry, and independence of some
of the best idealists of the past; and
stand amazed at the miracles, marvels, and missions
of early Modern history!
Revival to Revolution has 35 engaging units with
complete plans organized in two sections entitled
“Learning Through History” and “Learning the
Basics”.This dual approach to learning lets
you stop stressing about lesson planning,
and start celebrating teaching, knowing
you have all your bases covered.
The “Learning Through History”
part of the program sets you off
on an adventure of a chronological
and narrative overview of history
from Revival to Revolution. Don
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your powdered wig and listen to composers’
masterpieces. Slip in your wooden teeth and help
Washington lead the American Revolution. Grab
the key to the Bastille with Lafayette, and send it
on to Washington. Wear a 3-foot wig with Marie
Antoinette, and slip into red heels with King Louis
XVI for the French Revolution.
Put on a bicorn hat and mount
your horse Marengo, as you gallop
through the Napoleonic Wars and
discover the Rosetta Stone. Grab
your dog Seaman and hop in a canoe
with Lewis and Clark to explore the
territory of the Louisiana Purchase
Wear a silver crown of diamonds
with Queen Victoria and rule over
Great Britain and Ireland. Don your
stovepipe hat with Lincoln as you
lead the Civil War, preserve the
Union, and abolish slavery, and finally
hop in your black Model T Ford hot
off the assembly line, as you race
your way into the 20th Century!
History comes alive as your children enjoy
building, baking, painting, reenacting, and designing
creative history projects that link to each week’s
readings and theme. Corresponding research
entries on the signers of the Declaration, history
readings, primary source documents, oral narrations,
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Hearts for Him Through Time: Revival to Revolution
period artwork, history read-alouds, globe
connections, audio history stories, poetry
of historical events and people, timeline
sketches, copywork, full-color mapping,
Draw and Write Through History sketches,
and a Christian state study delve deeply
into the history theme and teach necessary skills
that promote higher level learning. Full-color Student
Notebook pages provide the place for entering and
placing work, and the result is a beautiful history
notebook that is sure to be a prized reminder of
Revival to Revolution!
The “Learning the Basics” part of Revival
to Revolution teaches essential skills that meet
academic and spiritual needs. Enjoy our composer
study pairing The Story of Classical Music audio
CD with the Composers Hands-on Activity Pak.
Inspire your children with The Exciting World of
Creative Writing, while still laying a solid foundation
in grammar with Rod and Staff English. Balance
language arts instruction with Charlotte Mason
methods of dictation, copywork, and narrations.
Add to this our awardwinning reading program
Drawn Into the Heart of Reading, and you have the
components for a successful year in language arts!
Plans for different levels of these language arts
components, as well as plans for different levels of
math, let you enjoy tailoring Revival to Revolution to
custom fit your children’s needs!
And, that’s not all! “Learning the Basics” uses
Charlotte Mason methods to revitalize science!
Incredible living books like The Story of Inventions,
Michael Faraday, Four American Inventors, Henry
Ford, Always Inventing, and The Wright Brothers are
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paired with Exploration Education to make
this year of physical science memorable!
Children learn to think like inventors first
by “meeting” inventors in living books, and
second by becoming inventors themselves
as they build an electric racer, a solar fan,
a rocket, and more! Experiments use lab sheets
with the scientific process, while notebooking
entries about the inventors and written narrations
encourage children to apply what they’ve learned.
Enjoy the balance of living books, hands-on
experiments, and scientific methods, while still
meeting National Science Education Standards!
Minister to the hearts of your children by
teaching them to view the world through a Biblical
lens with Who Is God? This Bible study gives you the
tools to teach your children a Christian worldview
and pairs beautifully with Heroes of the Faith: The
Hidden Treasures of Hebrews. This partnership of a
parent-led Biblical worldview study with a studentled Bible quiet time works together with Scripture
memorization of Hebrews 11:1-12:3 to help
children draw nearer to the Lord each day through
time spent in His word!
Finally, Revival to Revolution helps you plan for
the unexpected by keeping school to about 4 1/2
hours each day, just 4 days a week! So, you can
either use the fifth day of the week to explore
other interests, or stretch the 4-day plan into 5
days. Convenient packages of resources and the
use of materials you’d find at home make this
program ideal for homeschooling. Simple daily
plans organized in a two-page, boxed format let
you see at a glance what is done each day and
show whether plans are “teacher-directed”,
“semi-independent”, or “independent”.
This allows for school to be done all in
one sitting or throughout the day. Why
not let Revival to Revolution fill your
homeschooling days with joy and success?
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Comments
So, what do homeschoolers
just like you have to say about
Revival to Revolution?
“We are a joyous family of eleven whom have used
HOD in our home school for 7 years. Our two older
boys, ages 13 and 14, are journeying through Revival to
Revolution, and LOVE, LOVE, LOVE their school days.
From the amazing and carefully selected history
readings, mapping assignments, speeches/poems
studied, narrations written, state studies investigated,
advanced level physical science projects and labs
completed, Drawn into the Heart of Reading selections
delved into, thoughtfully chosen storytime/extensions
readings, Biblical worldview discussions, to Bible quiet
time blessings,etc...we are thankful beyond measure for
this special program. We are also immensely grateful
for how beautifully HOD progresses children into
independent work, yet still allows for plenty of quality
interaction and discussion time with the parent.”
Todd and Marianne in Longmont, Colorado
“Revival to Revolution has given our twins such a great
year of learning.The rich independent readings, beautiful
notebook pages, and super-fun hands-on activities
have kept them engaged all year. And what a breeze
for mom! While I’m working with my youngers, I’ll see
them buried in a book, happily making concoctions in
the kitchen, doing beautiful paintings, or assembling a
science experiment, all on their own! And our together
time studying Biblical worldview is priceless. I can’t
recommend this program more highly.”
Janet in Beverly, Massachusetts
“My seventh grade daughter started with Revival to
Revolution, and it was challenging. But as time progressed
and the rhythm became solidified, what I saw in my
children was beyond what I had expected. My kids
began to work independently--voluntarily! They became
studious. Their written and oral
narration skills flourished. They
loved all the read alouds and
begged for just one more chapter,
mom, every day. They
even enjoyed the >
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science, and my kids do
not appreciate science
one bit. I am confident
after this one year that
Heart of Dakota will help
my children grow as independent learners and prepare
them for the challenges of high school and college.”
Holly in Saint Michael, Minnesota
“What I appreciate most about Revival to Revolution is
the amazing books included. My son has learned and
retained so much knowledge of this time period that
several people have asked me what I was using. I love
the way the curriculum ALWAYS leads the student to
God’s word, teaching him/her eternal truths. As a
pastor’s wife with 4 boys, time is of the essence and
the independence Revival to Revolution has produced in
my son is such a blessing. My heart is grateful to the
Lord for supplying such an incredible guide.”
Adrienne in Snellville, Georgia
“We LOVE Revival to Revolution! Every year it seems
the Heart of Dakota guides get better.The connections
my son is making in history, because of the chosen
resources and the way they are scheduled, are amazing!
Science is definitely a favorite with my son this year. My
favorite part of the program is the worldview study.
We’ve had lots of great discussions. Overall, we are
very happy with Revival to Revolution.”
Allison in Texas
“We wish we would have found Heart of Dakota earlier!
My 9th grade son and 8th grade daughter have had the
best year doing Revival to Revolution with extensions!
My son, who was NOT a reader prior to this school
year, has devoured EVERY book! I even catch him
reading ahead! Thanks so much for a great, wellrounded program that lays a wonderful foundation
in early American History. The Exploration Education
Physical Science is a huge hit as well!”
Sarah in Washington, Missouri
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Now, why not take a quick peek at the
Revival to Revolution Teacher’s Guide?!?
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A Exciting stories of people, events, and

ideas provide a narrative overview of
history from the time period of the Revivals
to the Industrial Revolutions. Independent
follow up assignments include map connections through the United States History Atlas,
written narrations, detailed and summary
oral narrations, and historical artwork.

B Three days in each unit schedule an

interesting, hands-on project that brings
the historical time period to life. These
projects are scheduled to be completed a
little at a time over three days.

E Timeline entries, mapwork through Map Trek,

classic poetry about historical events and people,
and study of primary source documents rotate through
this part of the plans in each unit. These activities
coordinate with the history stories.

F Additional resources that coordinate with the his-

I

Education Exploration’s Curriculum meets National
Science Education Standards with its thorough
textual material, hands-on experiments, and real-life
projects in the area of physical science. Three days
in each unit are devoted to the Standard Level
study. Two additional days in each unit are scheduled
for the Advanced Study.

torical time period are included in the “Independent
History Study” part of the plans. These include research J
A Biblical worldview study using Who is
on the signers of the Declaration of Independence,
guided drawing lessons, audio presentations, copywork God?, and a music appreciation study using
The Story of Classical Music, along with the
of verses and quotes, notebook entries,and black and
Hands-on Composer Activity Pak, alternate in
white historical pictures for students to color.
this daily meeting time led by the parent.

G Daily, students will use the Bible to complete an
inductive study of the men and women of faith
order of statehood, is scheduled three
listed in Hebrews 11:1 - 12:3 By year-end, students will
days in each unit. A state time line summary memorize all of Hebrews 11:1 -12:3, copy it, and form
and a progressive map study are included
the habit of prayer within a daily quiet time.
to summarize the building of our nation, the
United States.
H Grammar lessons are planned daily with a choice
of Rod and Staff English 5 or the first half of English 6.
D Engaging history read-alouds make text
Three days in each unit also include studied dictation
connections with the history themes of
to practice spelling skills and Drawn into the Heart of
Revival to Revolution. Follow-up questions
Reading to focus on in-depth literature study. Lessons
emphasize higher-level thinking to guide
students to analyze, synthesize, narrate, and from The Exciting World of Creative Writing are also
scheduled in each unit.
evaluate what was read.
C A Christian study of all fifty states, in the
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K Daily math lessons are scheduled in the

Appendix for Singapore Primary Mathematics 5A/5B,
6A/6B, and Principles of Mathematics: Book 1.

L

The study of inventors focuses on fascinating,
true-life stories of those who used physical science
principles to pave the way for growth in power,
manufacturing, production, communication, and
transportation. Oral narrations, written narrations,
notebook entries, and timeline entries help students
think deeply about the readings.
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So, now that you’re eager to start your child’s learning with
Revival to Revolution, look here to see what you need to get started!

1

This whole package is the spine of the
program, and without it, the plans will not
work. This package includes the Revival to Revolution Teacher’s Guide; George
Washington’s World, The Story of Napoleon, Hearts and Hands, Thomas Jefferson’s
America CD, Abraham Lincoln and The Heart of America CD, The Story of the
Great Republic, The Growth of the British Empire, Who Is God?, What in the World?
Vol. III CD, Draw & Write Through History: Napoleon to Lady Liberty, Map Trek CD,
United States History Atlas, Student Notebook Pages for Revival to Revolution,
Heroes of Faith, The Story of Classical Music CD set, and Composers Hands-on
Activity Pak CD. Choose: Fifty States Under God and The Signers. Each resource
of the Economy Package is described below. Ages 11-13 with extensions for
ages 14-15. Individual prices are listed behind each item.
Economy Package with State Study and Signers ($397.18) SAVE $70.09
Economy Package with State Study and without Signers ($380. 22) SAVE $67.10
Economy Package without State Study and with Signers ($365. 74) SAVE $64.54
Economy Package without State Study and without Signers ($348.78) SAVE $61.55

Economy Package

Revival to Revolution
Teacher’s Guide
This treasure of a guide has 35 weeks of “open and go”
4-day plans. Each day of plans is shown on a 2-page
spread. This balanced guide can be used for one
complete year of 6th or 7th grade sessions, and includes
extensions for older students. Revival to Revolution is
written with the busy homeschool teacher in mind, so
each day of plans takes only about 4 ½ hours, and “boxes” of plans can be
spaced as desired throughout the day. Guides just don’t come as easy-touse as Revival to Revolution! ($90.95)

George Washington’s World
This satisfying slice of history gives a layered look at life during
the time of George Washington’s World. Through short stories of
American Benjamin Franklin, French Louis XV, English George
II, Spanish Junipero Serra, and many other notable figures
and events, Foster travels the world and covers the periods of
Washington’s life in an engaging, narrative style that does justice
not only to the man it celebrates, but also to the slice of history it depicts. ($21.95)

The Story of Napoleon
This thrilling account of Napoleon’s rise to power starts with his
humble beginnings in Corsica, races to his position as emperor
over Europe, marches through his victorious battles, trudges
through his exile to Elba, treks to his campaign in Russia, staggers
through his loss at Waterloo, and ends with his days in exile. Never
has Napoleon come to life so succinctly – be sure to use Yesterday’s
Classics version, as it is timeless and matches our guide! ($7.95)

Hearts and Hands
Be inspired by heroes such as John Wesley, Jonathan
Edwards, Elizabeth Fry, Sojourner Truth,William Wilberforce,
and many others. See how God used strong hearts and
tender hands to offer mercy to the world. Rejoice as
communities of believers are built in China, India, and
Africa. Note: Two chapters are omitted for content. ($9.99)

Thomas Jefferson’s America CD
Master storyteller Jim Weiss shares 11 compelling stories of
Thomas Jefferson’s life, artfully weaving in the politics and
personalities of Patrick Henry, Benjamin Franklin, John Adams,
Lafayette, Alexander Hamilton, Aaron Burr, George Washington,
James Monroe, and Lewis and Clark. True stories of war and peace, loyalty and
betrayal, battles against empires, and struggles against slavery make this best
suited for middle and secondary students. ($14.95)
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Abraham Lincoln and the Heart of America CD
Award winning storyteller Jim Weiss shares the laughter,
tragedy, and astonishing triumphs of our sixteenth president.
Listen to heartwarming stories, laugh at Lincoln’s wit, tackle
ethical issues, fight military battles, hear the complete
Gettysburg Address, and above all remember why Lincoln
holds a special place in our history and our hearts. ($14.95)

The Story of the Great Republic
Great men and civilizations abound in this time-honored
book that paints a poignant picture of America. The Articles
of Confederation, the Constitutional Convention, Presidential
administrations, land exploration, westward expansion, the War of
1812, the Mexican War, the Civil War, the Spanish-American War,
and the rise and influence of American ingenuity, technology, and
society are just some of the fascinating happenings described in this book. ($26.95)

The Growth of the British Empire
Celebrated author M.B. Synge brings scenes to life with her
talent for unfolding a slice of history one layer at a time.
True stories of statesmen, military commanders, explorers,
scientists, artists, authors, and religious figures parallel all
of the major events in Western civilization, after the fall of
Napoleon’s Empire to the end of the 19th century. ($11.95)

Who Is God? And Can I Really Know Him?
In a world of competing views, ideas about truth, morality,
beauty, identity, and faith can become clouded. Learning to
use Scripture as the lens through which to view the world
helps children see everything as God sees it. In this series,
Apologia and Summit Ministries have partnered to create an
amazing way to teach the essential beliefs of the Christian
faith. Share God’s attributes, His provision, His design for Creation, the Fall,
and His plan for salvation. ($42.00)

What in the World? Vol. 3
Let the capable Diana Waring be your tour guide as she
uncovers secrets and shares little known details about
charismatic leaders, scientific advancements, religious
freedom, racial reconciliation, revolutions, warfare, and tyranny. This 4-CD set
beautifully integrates Biblical history and secular history. Note: The tracks
not used in Revival to Revolution will be used in the guide to follow. ($21.97)

Draw and Write Through History –
Napoleon to Lady Liberty
Draw and write your way through history as you learn about
Sacagawea, Fulton’s steamboat, the Alamo, stagecoaches, log
cabins, steam engine trains, Queen Victoria, the Statue of Liberty,
and more. Full-color drawings are shown with step-by-step
illustrations, and cursive handwriting passages are provided for copywork. These
works of art will be placed in our Revival to Revolution Student Notebook. ($12.95)

Map Trek (customized printable CD)
This comprehensive collection of maps was customized by the
publisher for Heart of Dakota. It comes complete with full-color
maps for teachers, blank outline maps for students, instructions
for use of maps, and a glossary of terms. The Revival to Revolution
Teacher’s Guide schedules the mapping exercises to match the
history readings and tells your student when to use each one. Mapping has never
been more meaningful or interesting! ($16.95)

United States History Atlas
This invaluable collection of attractive, full-color historical
maps is designed to be easy-to-read, informative, detailed
and accurate. These carefully selected maps provide
coverage of the United States during the historical time
periods studied in Revival to Revolution. ($14.95)
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Revival to Revolution Resources
Revival to Revolution Student Notebook
Create a special portfolio as a beautiful keepsake of what
you learned in Revival to Revolution. This full-color notebook
was specially designed for Revival to Revolution. Students
do much of their writing, coloring, labeling, and drawing
work right within these Student Notebook Pages. These
pages are also filled with period artwork, historical pictures,
biographical data, project helps, and original speeches and
letters that are all referenced in the plans. Pages come
3-hole punched on heavy paper for easy insertion into a binder. A full-color cover
is included to place in a clear sleeve in the front of your binder. Directions in the
Revival to Revolution guide tell where to place assignments on the pages. ($43.95)
[Each student will need his/her own set of Student Notebook Pages.]
[Additional sets may be purchased from Heart of Dakota.]

2

Economy Package with Science Add-On

This living book approach focuses on physical science, with an emphasis on
inventors. It is considered necessary unless you have your own science. Choose
Option 1 or Option 2. Both options include the 6 living books and the Inventor Student
Notebook Pages listed below, however Option 1 contains a Standard Curriculum Kit,
and Option 2 contains an Advanced Curriculum Kit. For students ages 11-13, choose
Option 1. The Standard Curriculum Kit includes one intermediate logbook. Add an
extra intermediate logbook for each additional student aged 11-13. For students in 8th
grade on up, choose Option 2. The Advanced Curriculum Kit contains one advanced
logbook. Add an extra advanced logbook for each additional student in 8th grade on
up. If you have students in both age ranges, choose Option 2 and add an intermediate
logbook for each younger student, so both age ranges can use the program together.
Science Package Option 1 ($175.53) SAVE $26.23
Science Package Option 2 ($192.93) SAVE $28.83

SAMPLE PAGES p.77

Heroes of Faith – The Hidden Treasures in Hebrews
This inductive Bible study helps students become
archeologists that sift and sort through the lives of the heroes
listed in the book of Hebrews to come away with truths that
will help them the rest of their lives. Within each lesson there
are layers of “digging”, and the deeper one goes, the more
there is to be found. Lessons on the ten heroes of faith in
Hebrews 11:1-12:3 include examining the lives of Abel, Enoch,
Noah, Abraham, Sarah, Joseph, Moses, Rahab, David, and Jesus.
These lessons develop Godly character and invite students to learn the lifelong
habit of digging into Scriptures for God’s truth. One copy per student. ($14.99)

The Story of Classical Music (4 CD Set)
As a well-respected conductor with a passion for music and
history, Alsop is the perfect tour guide for this musical march
through time. Blending a timeline of music and history, more
than 90 colorful composers are spotlighted, along with facts
about the Magna Carta, the bubonic plague, and the industrial
revolution. Each era of history and composer’s bio is paired
with famous snippets of music – 150 in all – performed by world-class musicians.
A fourth CD contains quizzes, sheet music, photos, and ancillary articles. ($22.98)

Composers Hands-on Activity Pak (printable CD)
Create a timeline of composers, construct a book of musical
eras, make a keyboard of musical terms, match composer
cards with their works, and more. This CD has vividly detailed
printable pages for all of its projects. Direction pages give
clear printing and assembly instructions. As a bonus, enjoy
listening to 29 pieces and movements of music as you make
projects to go with it! Music is in MP3 format, and free MP3
players are available on the Internet. ($19.95)

Fifty States Under God
Celebrate the building of our nation state by state within this
keepsake book! Discover what makes each state unique through
fun facts, quirky trivia, nicknames, mottos, symbols, historical
sites, flags and seals, capitols, maps, and more. Enjoy reading
states’ notable historical events, which are always fascinating,
and often from a spiritual perspective. All information needed
to fill the provided pages, including mini-colored pictures of
symbols, is provided! One copy per student. ($36.99)

July 4th and the 56 Signers of the Declaration of Independence
Why would 56 men choose to risk their lives and commit treason
against the English by signing the Declaration of Independence?
This superbly written book has you traveling from state to state
to meet these extraordinary men and discover what they were
like, what they did with their lives, and why they gave up so much
to sign the Declaration. It is highly recommended for use as the
resource for the weekly research assignments about the signers
in Revival to Revolution’s plans. If you do not use this book,
another resource will need to be used in its place. ($19.95)
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The Story of Inventions
Power, manufacturing and production, communications, and
transportation… more strides were made in these areas from the 15th
to 20th centuries than ever before! Awaken the innovative thinking
side of your children with this narrative book. Be inspired by fascinating
true-life stories of inventors, and discover how their inventions
managed to pave the way for the incredible growth of our modern world. ($12.95)

Michael Faraday
This famous God-fearing scientist grew from a barely
educated, speech impaired young boy to a famous inventor
of the electric motor, transformer, and generator. Eloquently
written, this riveting biography is sure to inspire! ($11.99)

Four American Inventors
Robert Fulton, Eli Whitney, Samuel Morse, Thomas Edison –
every line, every paragraph, every page of this book offers
stirring words and inspirational narratives describing these
amazing inventors! Published by Yesterday’s Classics for us
at our special request, this book is one not to miss! ($11.95)

Henry Ford – Young Man with Ideas
Mass production, assembly lines, Ford automobiles – it’s
difficult to imagine a world without them, but before Henry
Ford, these things were nonexistent. See how this amazing
automotive industrialist helped shape a nation! ($6.99)

Always Inventing – A Photobiography
of Alexander Graham Bell
A passion for the deaf and for teaching, Bell began inventing at 11
years of age right up until his death in 1923. Tirelessly toiling to make
life better for everyone, photographs capture the real love Bell had
for his work and for people. ($7.99)

The Wright Brothers
Kitty Hawk was a nightmare. Wilbur nearly drowned. After they’d
flown, they were not believed – yet through it all they worked
on Christian principles, and in the end, the Wright brothers
provided mankind with wings. Research and interviews make
this account especially narrative. ($8.99)

Inventor Student Notebook
Full-color pages specially made to accompany the “Inventor Study”
in Revival to Revolution. They come 3-hole punched on heavy
paper for easy insertion into a binder. The pages include places
to record written narrations, a timeline to update in each unit, and
pictures of the main inventors and some of their inventions. These
notebook pages will help students think deeply about the lives of
inventors who used physical science principles to pave the way for growth in power,
manufacturing, production, communication, and transportation. ($11.95)
[Note: Each student is required to have his/her own set of Inventor Student
Notebook pages to complete the study.]
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Revival to Revolution Resources
Exploration Education Curriculum
This physical science program has everything – all needed materials,
clear directions for successful independent work, a complete
and thorough text, hands-on experiments, real life projects, and
an assurance of meeting National Science Education Standards.
Students will love learning science in this manner, and parents will love its ease of use!
Standard Curriculum Kit ($128.95)
Advanced Curriculum Kit ($148.95)
Extra Intermediate Logbook ($17.95)
Extra Advanced Logbook ($21.95)
Save 10% on Replacement Supplies for both the Standard and Advanced E.E.
Science Kits by clicking on the link on our website.

The “Choices” Part Of The Program

1. Choose the suggested writing program, or your own.
2. Choose ONE suggested reading program, or your own.
3. Choose ONE suggested English program, or your own.
4. Choose ONE suggested math program, or your own.
This allows you to customize Revival to Revolution for your children.
Below are descriptions for each choice.

3

Use The Exciting World of Creative Writing - or use
your own creative writing program!

The Exciting World of Creative Writing
Author Ruth McDaniel is an excellent creative writer with a
passion to help others use God’s gift of language. With inspiring
and instructive examples, Ruth gives solid advice about how to
write with the greatest effectiveness. Practical lessons on writing tools,
poetry styles, dialogue, outlining a story, rewriting and proofreading, manuscript
preparation, copyrights, how to get published, and more, help children on their
way to becoming truly creative writers! One copy per student. ($11.50)

4

Choose Level 6/7/8 of Drawn Into the Heart
of Reading – or use your own reading program!
Turn to page 87 to read about this exciting program!

5

Enjoy one of these Biblically-themed grammar and
writing texts – or use your own!

English 5 OR English 6
Revival to Revolution includes 2 choices for grammar and writing:
Following the Plan: English 5 ($20.95), Teacher’s Manual ($28.95), OR
Progressing with Courage: English 6 ($22.95), Teacher’s Manual ($30.95).
Both texts are scheduled in our guide daily, giving you a choice
for your 6th or 7th graders to do all of English 5 or half of English 6.
The following year students will complete either half of English 6 or
all of English 6. Note: 8th and 9th graders who have had significant
grammar by completing English 6 or its equivalent may use English 7 instead. This
text is not scheduled in Revival to Revolution, but the lessons are divided in the Rod and
Staff text for ease of use. Building Securely English 7. ($22.95) Teacher’s Manual. ($30.95)

6

Choose one of these well-known math texts – or simply use your own!
Singapore 5A/5B or 6A/6B or
Principles of Mathematics Book 1 or Book 2:
The Revival to Revolution guide offers a choice of Singapore Math
or Principles of Mathematics which are both scheduled in the
guide. For Singapore, each textbook/workbook set equals 1
semester of math. The Singapore Primary Math series ends
with 6B. Home Instructor’s Guides are optional. For correct
Singapore placement, give the placement test at: www.
singaporemath.com. For Principles of Mathematics, each
teacher/student set equals 2 semesters of math.
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5A Textbook ($15.00) 5A Workbook ($13.50) 5A Home Instructor’s Guide ($19.50)
5B Textbook ($15.00) 5B Workbook ($13.50) 5B Home Instructor’s Guide ($19.50)
6A Textbook ($15.00) 6A Workbook ($13.50) 6A Home Instructor’s Guide ($19.50)
6B Textbook ($15.00) 6B Workbook ($13.50) 6B Home Instructor’s Guide ($19.50)
4A-6B Answer Key for 4A/4B, 5A/5B, 6A/6B ($8.25)
Principles of Mathematics Book 1 Student ($42.99) Book 1 Teacher’s Guide ($42.99)
Principles of Mathematics Book 2 Student ($42.99) Book 2 Teacher’s Guide ($42.99)
* Each student needs a Teacher’s Guide as they are consumable.

7

Basic Package

The Basic Package has 14 history read-alouds
that make text connections with the history
theme in Revival to Revolution. A daily reading schedule is provided. If you
are already doing a read-aloud package with a different Heart of Dakota
program, 6th-7th grade students may read these books on their own. The
Basic Package is highly recommended, unless you need to economize. Titles
are listed below. Basic Package Price: ($117.83) SAVE $20.79

Amos Fortune – Free Man
Amos was the son of an African king. Captured by slave
traders, he worked 45 years to buy his freedom. Amos’
prosperity against all odds is incredibly inspiring. ($7.99)

Songbird
Pilcher delights in birds and often roams forests around
the British colony of Williamsburg. But when his father
is thrown into gaol, his only thought is to set Father free.
($6.99)

The Mozart Girl
On her 12th birthday, Nannerl Mozart wishes to become a
famous composer. Though she’s a brilliant musician, her
brother Wolfgang always steals the show. ($10.95)

John Paul Jones
A talented captain, Jones uses his barely seaworthy vessel
to aid the Continental Navy. Luring enemy craft into danger
and close combat, young Jones becomes a hero. ($15.95)

The Reb and the Redcoats
What did the American Revolution look like from the other
side of the Atlantic? Find out in this exciting story where
British children befriend a colonial prisoner of war. ($14.95)

Marie’s Home
After moving to the palace of Versailles, Marie and her
family become part of privileged court life. When the
French storm the palace, Marie’s courage and character
shine. ($12.95)

Seaman:
Lewis’ dog Seaman is mentioned nearly 30 times in Lewis’
and Clark’s diaries. Adventures, danger, drama, and action
make this fictional book just too good to put down. ($9.99)

Only the Names Remain:
What was life like for Cherokee Indians before and after the
U.S. government forcibly removed them from their land?
This living book holds the answer to this question. ($8.99)

The Voyage of Patience Goodspeed:
Patience is 13 when she boards her father’s whaling ship.
When mutinous mates maroon her father and brother on a
deserted island, can she use her navigating skills to rescue
them? ($8.99)
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Florence Nightingale
Raised in a privileged home, Florence’s passion for
nursing gave her the courage to overcome filth and
disorganization to heroically serve the wounded of the
Crimean War. ($8.95)

Gabriel’s Horses
When bandits try to steal Gabriel’s master’s horses,
Gabriel takes the horses and runs. His master rewards
his bravery by granting his freedom and making him top
jockey. ($6.99)

Shipwrecked
Manjiro was a Japanese boy exiled from Japan. Rescued
by Americans, Manjiro was the first Japanese to enter the
U.S. and a help to opening Japan’s ports to Americans.
($8.99)

With Daring Faith
Amy Carmichael was a bright brown-eyed British girl
whose heart for the Lord led her to the other side of the
world to care for thousands of Hindu children. ($6.99)

George Washington Carver
Orphaned before he could walk, Carver fought poverty
and prejudice to discover countless scientific wonders,
and lead a life that inspired millions of Christians
everywhere! ($8.99)

8

Extension Package

This package is an OPTIONAL part
of Revival to Revolution. These 12
books and DVD Set The American Testimony extend the study
of history to include more advanced independent history
material. This allows your 8th and 9th grade students to use
this program as well. A schedule for these books and the DVD
set is provided in the Appendix. Go to www.heartofdakota.com
for book descriptions. ($164.59) SAVE $29.04
• Calico Captive ($7.99)
• Poor Richard ($17.95)
• Give Me Liberty ($7.99)
• Sea Captain from Salem ($15.95)
• In Search of Honor ($6.99)

This book is also in the Living Library Package for World History high school.

• Les Miserables Audio Drama 3 CD Set ($17.99)

This CD is also in the Literature Package for World History high school.

• Kit Carson ($14.95)
• All Sail Set ($14.95)
• Lincoln – A Photobiography ($12.99)
• Lee and Grant at Appomattox ($12.95)
• David Livingstone ($8.99)
• The Courage and Character of Theodore Roosevelt ($14.95)
• The American Testimony 5 DVD Set ($39.99)
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Need some help deciding what to order? Check out
our step-by-step directions in the box below!
How To Order Revival to Revolution…

1. Order the Economy Package.
2. Order the Science Add-On for the Economy Package.
3. Choose whether to order the writing program
The Exciting World of Creative Writing
OR…
•			 Use your own writing program
4. Customize your reading program by ordering 1 of these:
A. Drawn Into the Heart of Reading 6/7/8 Package
B. 		 If you already own the Drawn Into the Heart… guide,
		 order the Level 6/7/8 Student Book only.
•			 NOTE: Choose whether to order the optional Sample
			 Book Ideas List, Book Projects to Send Home, and/or a
				 Level 6/7 or 7/8 Book Pack (See p. 96.)
C. Use your own independent reading program
5. Choose one of these English options:
A. Order Following the Plan: English 5,
OR…
B. Order Progressing with Courage: English 6,
OR…
C. Order Building Securely: English 7,
OR…
D. Use your own English program
6. Customize your math program by ordering 2 semesters
of math from these choices:
Singapore Primary Math 5A, 5B, 6A, 6B;
Principles of Mathematics;
OR…
•			 Use your own math program
7. Choose whether to order the Basic Package.
8. If you have 8th or 9th graders for whom you’d like to
extend the study of history, order the Extension Package.
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Come and take a peek inside our beautiful Student Notebook pages for
Revival to Revolution!
See
p. 74

• Sample Pages •

• Student Notebook •

See
p. 74

• Sample Pages •

• Student Notebook •

See
p. 74

• Sample Pages •
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• Inventor Notebook •
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